
 



ENGLISH LITERATURE 
Read L-1 & 2 of supplementary reader carefully. Continue any one of the stories with a new 

title and moral. The story should be written as per the format given: 

Title of the story. 

Content (120–150 words) 

Moral of the story. 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
“THE DAY I MET JOJO” 

“ON A RAINY DAY, WHILE I WAS WALKING BACK FROM SCHOOL, I FOUND JOJO 

…………………” 

 

Imagine Jojo to be any voiceless creature of your choice. Complete the story, penning down 

your experience of getting it home, convincing your parents for adopting it and writing 

about all that you have done to make Jojo, a member of your family. 

OR 

Creative Writing 

Write self composed poem/short story on any theme of your choice. Best entries 

will be displayed. 
 

HINDI 
dqN le; Ik”pkr~ vki lifjokj ?kweus tk jgs gSaA vki tkstks dks lkFk ys tkus esa vl{ke gSaA 

tkstks dks ,d lIrkg ds fy, vius ?kj esa j[kus ds fy, fuosnu djrs gq, vius fiz; fe= dks i= 

fyf[k,A 

 

SCIENCE 
After adopting Jojo, you do a research for knowing how to take care of Jojo. 

List the don’ts which you need to keep in mind for Jojo (diet, health & hygiene, vaccination, 

any specific care). 
OR 

Do a survey of 5 families in your neighbourhood having pets. Your survey should include 

the following points : 

Name of 

the family 

Kind of 

Pet 

Name of the 

Pet 

Breed/Type Colour Age Status of Vaccination 

       

       

       

       

       
 

Click and paste a photograph with atleast one family having a pet. 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

1. To spread awareness towards stray animals, design a pamphlet for a meeting 

where you want to highlight the concern for stray animals. (Mention the required 

information and key points of the meeting.) 

2. List the organizations working for the voiceless in India. 



MOVIE TIME: 
 Hachiko 

 Below Eight 

 101 Dalmatians 

 Stuart Little 

 Finding Nemo 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 
Summer vacation is probably the happiest period in a student's life. Apart from doing 

holiday homework, do some activities with your friends and family.  

 

 Learn to sew buttons. 

 Attend self-defense training programs if possible. 

 Join a library and read lot of books. 

 Go for morning walks with grandparents/parents.  

 Make a healthy menu for your family atleast for a week and assist your mother in 

daily chores. 

 Watch English News Channels to enhance your general knowledge & pronunciation. 
 

MATHS 

1. Draw and cut different geometrical shapes like triangles, square, rhombus, circle 

etc. of coloured sheets. 

2. Then draw line of symmetry of each shape by dotted line. 

3. Do the Maths Recap Assignment in a thin notebook. 
 

 

Mathematics Recap Assignment 
Class – VI 

Solve the following : 

Q1.  a)  7 8 6       b) 85 5 6 7    

Q2.  a) 
3 3

5 10
      b) 

5 3

18 14
  

Q3.  a) Write 0.7 as a fraction.   b) Convert 
20

50
 as decimal. 

Q4.  
1

3
 of 21 ___ 10   

Q5.  a) Round off 4.639 to 1 dp   b) Round off 5.865 of 2 dp. 

Q6.  a) Find 
2

9
 of 36    b) Find 

3

5
 of 200 metre 

Q7.  Which of these number is prime? 

33 45 57 69 53 49  

Q8.  Fill in the missing operations  ,  ,   or     to make this correct : 

5 6  3  2 8   



Q9.  What 3d shape does this net make? 

 

Q10.  Convert the given measures to new unit.  

a) 37cm = ________ mm c) 485cm = _________ m. 

b) 486kg = ________ gm d) 4508ml = _________ litre. 

  

Q11.  Find the prime factorization of these numbers. 

a) 180 b) 612 c) 512 

  

Q12.  Solve the following : 

a) 3890583 + 5990863 c) 68905  408 

b) 8389003 – 6790498 d) 589362  37 

 

Q13.  Write the following in Indian & International System. 

a) 581974506 b) 10089560 

 

Q14.  Draw a circle of radius 5cm and mark the following : 

a) Centre b) Radius c) Diameter d) Chord e) Circumference  

 

Q15.  Simplify : 

a) 780 250 360 180    b) 360 260 105 289     

 

Q16.  Round off the following numbers upto nearest ten thousands and lakhs. 

a) 30,89,742 b) 63,85,76,380 

 

Q17.  Write the roman numerals. 

a) 59 b) 167 c) 506 d) 499 

 

Q18.  Evaluate the following : 

a) `318.4 – `70.25 b) `366.55 + `420.6 

 

Q19.  Define with figure :  

a) Acute angle b) Reflex angle  c) Straight angle d) Right angle 

  

Q20.  Define with figure :  

a) Equilateral triangle b) Isosceles triangle  c) Scalene triangle  

 

X=X=X=X=X=X=X 


